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1. INTRODUCTION
Uniform persistence is an important concept in population dynamics
because it characterizes the long-term survival of some or all interacting
species in an ecosystem. Looked at abstractly, uniform persistence is the
notion that a closed subset of the state space is repelling for the dynamics
on the complementary set, and then it gives an uniform estimate for the
omega limit sets, which sometimes is essential toward the more detailed
global dynamics. Uniform persistence has been extensively investigated;
most of the known results are for autonomous and periodic dissipative
Ž   .systems see, e.g., 9, 17, 20, 23 and references therein . Except for
Ž  .asymptotically autonomous and periodic semiflows see, e.g., 11, 16, 24 ,
uniform persistence in general nonautonomous semiflows becomes rela-
 tively difficult. In 5 , the average Liapunov function method in persistence
theory was extended to continuous processes. However, it is not easy to
find applications of this result to nonperiodic nonautonomous systems.
 Recently, Thieme 18, 19 proved that uniform weak persistence implies
uniform persistence for nonautonomous semiflows and applied this result
1 This research was supported in part by the NSERC of Canada.
2 E-mail: xzhao@math.mun.ca.
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nontrivially to some epidemic models and scalar delayed differential equa-
tions. On the other hand, there have been a series of results on global
Ž extinction for nonautonomous competitive LotkaVolterra systems see 1,
 .12 and references therein . The purpose of this paper is to extend the
Ž  .powerful acyclicity theorem in persistence theory see, e.g., 3, 7, 17 to
continuous processes and then to nonautonomous semiflows. To do this,
Ž  .we appeal to the skew product semiflow approach see, e.g., 4, 6, 13 and
 the strong repeller theorem established in 8 . We should point out that
there may be no need to use the skew product semiflow approach in the
study of uniform persistence for periodic and asymptotically periodic
evolutionary systems, because the application of the theory developed in
  Ž  .23, 24 is much more effective see also 15, 21, 25 .
In Section 2 we recall and introduce some basic definitions and prove an
acyclicity theorem on the uniform persistence for processes. In Section 3
we show the equivalence between two types of skew product semiflows. As
an application, in Section 4 we discuss in detail uniform persistence for
two species nonautonomous competitive LotkaVolterra systems.
2. UNIFORM PERSISTENCE
Let X be a metric space with metric d. A process on X is a continuous
map u:  X X such that
u 0, s, x  x , u t , r s, u r , s, x  u t r , s, x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 t 0, r 0, s, x X .
Ž .A process u is said to be autonomous if u t, s, x is independent of s; that
Ž . Ž . Ž .is, u t, 0, x  u t, s, x ,  t 0, s, x X. Then u t, 0,  is an au-
tonomous semiflow on X.
Ž . 2 4Let  t, s  : 	 s
 t  . Recall that a nonautonomous
semiflow is a continuous map :  X X such that
 s, s, x  x ,  t , r ,  r , s, x  t , s, x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 t r s, s, x X .
Ž . ŽFor a nonautonomous semiflow  on X, define  by  t, s, x  t
.s, s, x , t 0, s, x X. It is easy to verify that  is a process on X.
We call it the process associated with the nonautonomous semiflow .
Let W be the set of all processes on X. For uW, define the
Ž .translation  	 , 	, of the process as
 	 u t , s, x  u t , 	 s, x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Throughout this section, we let  be a given process on X and use the
following assumption:
ASSUMPTION A. There is a subset V of W and a metric 
 on V such
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž .that the set     t  : t 0  V has a compact closure H  
 Ž . Ž .V, and the map  :  XH   XH  , defined by
 t , x , u  u t , 0, x ,  t u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
is continuous.
Ž .Clearly, the continuity of  implies that if u  u in H  as n ,n
Ž . Ž . Ž . then u t, 0, x  u t, 0, x in X for any t, x   X. Under assump-n
Ž . Ž . Ž .tion A, it is also easy to verify that  t : XH   XH  and
Ž . Ž . Ž . 0 Ž  . t : H  H  are C -semigroups see, e.g., 6, Section 3.7 . Here
Ž . Ž . t is the skew product semiflow of the process , and H  is the hull
Ž .of . Let   be the omega limit set of  for the autonomous semiflow
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . t : H  H  . Clearly,   is a nonempty, compact, and invari-
Ž . Ž .  4ant set for  t . If    u for some autonomous process u, then  is
an asymptotically autonomous process. In what follows we use P called toX
Ž . Ž .denote the projection map of XH  onto X, defined by P x, u  x,X
Ž . Ž . x, u  XH  .
Ž .For any x X, the positive orbit  x for a process u is defined asu
Ž .  Ž . 4 x  u t, 0, x : t 0 . The omega limit set of x is defined in theu
Ž .  Ž . 4usual way as  x  y X : u t , 0, x  y for some t   . A nega-u n n
	 Ž .tive orbit through x for u is a function g :  X such that g 0  x and
Ž Ž .. Ž .  for any s
 0, u t, s, g s  g t s for t 0,	s . For a given negative
	Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž . orbit  x  g t : t
 0 we define its alpha limit set as  x  yu u
Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .X : g t  y for some t 	 . We further define u t, 0, x  g t ,n n
 Ž . 4 t
 0, and call the set u t, 0, x : t a full orbit through x.
DEFINITION 2.1. A subset M X is said to be quasi-invariant for  if
Ž .for any xM, there are a u   and a full orbit through x for u
Ž .such that u t, 0, x M for all t. A nonempty quasi-invariant set
A X for  is said to be internally chain transitive if for any a, b A and
any  0, t  0, there is a finite sequence x  a, x , . . . , x , x 0 1 2 m	1 m
4 Ž .b; u , . . . , u ; t , . . . , t with x  A, u    and t  t , such that1 m 1 m	1 i i  i 0
Ž . Ž Ž . .u t, 0, x  A,  t  , 1 
 i 
 m, d u t , 0, x , x   , andi i i i i i1
Ž Ž . .
  t u , u   for all 1
 i
m	 1.i i i1
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. The omega alpha limit set of any precompact positie
Ž .negatie orbit of a process  on X is nonempty, compact, quasi-inariant,
and internally chain transitie for .
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Ž .  Ž . 4Proof. Let  x   t, 0, x : t be a precompact positive orbit
Ž . Ž .through x X and let  x be its omega limit for . Clearly,  x, 
Ž Ž . Ž . . 4  t, 0, x ,  t  : t is a precompact positive orbit of the au-
Ž . Ž . Ž . tonomous semiflow  t : XH   XH  . Then by 8, Lemma
 Ž .2.1 , its omega limit set  x,  is nonempty, compact, invariant, and
Ž . Ž .internally chain transitive for  . It is easy to verify that  x,    x 
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .   and P  x,    x . It then follows that  x is X   
nonempty, compact, and quasi-invariant for . For any two points a, b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . x , there exist  , w   such that a,  , b, w   x,  . Thus  
Ž . Ž .the internal chain transitivity of  x,  for  implies that  x is 
internally chain transitive for . A similar argument applies to alpha limit
sets.
A nonempty quasi-invariant set M for  is said to be isolated if it is the
maximal invariant set in some neighborhood of itself. For a quasi-invariant
set M of , define
M˜ x , u : xM , u   , u t , 0, x M ,  t . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
˜Ž .Clearly, P M M.X
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. If M is a quasi-inariant and isolated set in X for , then
˜ Ž . Ž . Ž .M is an inariant and isolated set in XH  for  t .
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. For any x, u M, the invariance of   for  t implies
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .that there is a full orbit  t u, t, in   . Then  t x, u 
Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž .u t, 0, x ,  t u , t, is a full orbit of  t . We further claim that this
˜ Ž .full orbit is contained in M. For any 	 , u 	 , 0, x M and
Ž Ž . .Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . 	 u t, 0, u 	 , 0, x  u t, 	 , u 	 , 0, x  u t 	 , 0, x M,  t ,
˜ ˜Ž .Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .and hence  	 x, u  u 	 , 0, x ,  	 u M, 	. Then M is in-
variant for  . If M is isolated, then there is an open neighborhood U of M
Ž .such that if there are xU and u   such that u admits a full orbit
Ž .through x in U, then this full orbit is contained in M. Clearly, UH 
˜ Ž . Ž .is an open neighborhood of M. Assume that there is y,  UH 
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž .such that a full orbit  t y,    t, 0, y ,  t  UH  ,  t.
Ž .Because   is the maximal invariant set for the autonomous semiflow
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . t in H  , we have  t     ,  t. Thus the choice of U
Ž .implies that  t, 0, y M,  t. Then for any given 	, we have
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .Ž Ž .. 	 , 0, y  M ,  	     , and  	  t, 0,  	 , 0, y 
˜Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . t, 	 ,  	 , 0, y  t 	 , 0, y M,  t. Thus  	 y,  M, 	
˜Ž .Ž .; that is, the full orbit  t y,  , t, is contained in M. It follows that
M˜ is isolated.
Let A and B be two quasi-invariant sets for . A is said to be chained
Ž . Ž .to B, written as A B, if there exist a u   and a full orbit  x u
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Ž . Ž . Ž .for u with  x  A B such that  x  B and  x  A. A finiteu u u
 4sequence M , . . . , M of quasi-invariant sets is called a chain if M M1 k 1 2
  M . The chain is called a cycle if M M .k k 1
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X be an open subset of X, and define X  X0 0
Ž . X . A process  on X, with  t, 0, X  X ,  t 0, is said to be0 0 0
Ž .uniformly persistent with respect to X , X if there exists  0 such0 0
Ž Ž . .that lim inf d  t, 0, x , X   for all x X . If ‘‘inf’’ in this in-t 0 0
equality is replaced with ‘‘sup’’, then  is said to be weakly uniformly
Ž .persistent with respect to X , X .0 0
Note that if  is the process generated by a nonautonomous semiflow 
on X, the uniform persistence of  in Definition 2.2 corresponds to the
  Ž .one introduced in 18, 19 with  t s, s, x , s r , replaced by0
Ž . t, 0, x .
Ž .THEOREM 2.1 Uniform Persistence . Let  be a process on X such that
Ž . Ž .Assumption A holds and u t, 0, X  X , uH  , t 0. Assume that0 0
the following conditions hold:
Ž Ž . .C1. There is a compact set A X such that lim d u t, 0, x , A t
Ž .0,  x X, u   .
 4C2. There exists a finite sequence M M , . . . , M of pairwise dis-1 k
˜joint, compact and quasi-inariant sets for  in X such that each M is0 i
Ž . Ž .isolated in X   for  t , no subset of M forms a cycle in X , and 0
Ž . Ž .for any x X and u   with u t, 0, x  X ,  t 0, there holds0  0
Ž . x M for some 1
 i
 k.u i
˜Ž .C3. Eery positie orbit for  is precompact in X, and  x,  M , i
 x X , 1
 i
 k.0
Ž .Then  is uniformly persistent with respect to X , X .0 0
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let Y X   , Y  X    , and  Y  Y  Y  0 0  0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .X    . Clearly,  t Y Y,  t Y  Y , t 0, the compact set0  0 0
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .A   attracts every orbit of  t on Y, and M M    . It is i i 
˜easy to verify that each M is a compact subset of Y. By condition C2, eachi
˜ ˜Ž .M is an isolated invariant set of  t in  Y , and M is also isolated in Y.i 0 i
˜ ˜ Ž .We claim that M M for  t implies that M M for . Indeed, leti j i j
˜ ˜Ž .Ž . Ž . t x, u , t, be a full orbit of  through some x, u M M suchi j
˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .that  x, u  M and  x, u  M . Because  t x, u  j  i
Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž . Ž .u t, 0, x ,  t u  Y,  t, it follows that  x M and  x M .u j u i
Ž . Ž . Ž .In particular, u  0 u   . Thus  x M M , and hence M u i j i
˜M for . By condition C2, it then follows that no subset of M ’s formsj i
Ž . Ž .Ž . 4a cycle for  in  Y . Let M  x, u   Y : t x, u   Y ,  t 0 .0  0 0
k ˜Ž . Ž .We then claim that   x, u  M . Indeed, for any x, uŽ x, u.M  i1 i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M , condition C2 implies that  x, u   x    M     u  i 
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Ž . Ž .for some 1
 i
 k. For any y,    x, u , the invariance of omega
Ž . Ž .limit sets for the autonomous semiflow  t implies that  x, u contains
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .a full orbit  t y,  , t. Then  t, 0, y M , t, and hence y, i
˜ ˜Ž . M . Thus  x, u M . By the continuous-time versions of 8, Theo-i  i
rem 4.3 and Remark 4.3 , it then follows that there exists a  0 such that
Ž .for any compact, internally chain transitive set L for  t : Y Y with
˜ ˜˜ ŽŽ . .LM , 1
 i
 k, there holds inf d x, u ,  Y  , where d isi Ž x, u. L 0
Ž˜Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .the metric on X V defined by d y,  , z, w  d y, z  
  , w . For
Ž .any x X , the positive orbit  x,  for the autonomous semiflow0 
Ž . Ž . Ž . t : XH   XH  is precompact, and hence its omega limit
Ž . Ž .set  x,  is compact and internally chain transitive for  t . Because
˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . x,    x    ,  x,   Y. By condition C3,  x,  M     i
Ž .for any 1 
 i 
 k . Letting L   x ,  , it follows that
Ž˜Ž . .inf d y, u ,  Y  . Then the uniform persistence of  fol-Ž y, u.  Ž x,  . 0
Ž Ž .. Ž .lows from the fact that P  x,    x .X  
REMARK 2.1. By the proof of Theorem 2.1, the positive number  in
the uniform persistence depends only on the autonomous semiflow
Ž . Ž . Ž . t : X    X   . So  is also uniform for all processes in 
V that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and have the same omega
Ž .limit set for  t .
REMARK 2.2. In the case where  is an autonomous process on X,
 4 Ž . Ž .  4letting V  , it follows that H       . Thus Theorem 2.1 is
just a restatement of a well-known acyclicity theorem on uniform persis-
Ž . Ž  .tence for the autonomous semiflow  t, 0,  see 3, 7, 17 . In the case
Ž .  4where  is asymptotic to an autonomous process u,    u . Then
˜  4 Ž .  4  4M M  u and  t : X u  X u is equivalent to the au-i i
Ž .tonomous semiflow u t, 0,  : X X. Thus Theorem 2.1 gives an acyclic-
ity theorem on uniform persistence for asymptotically autonomous pro-
Ž .cesses and then for asymptotically autonomous semiflows , which is an
 analog of 24, Theorem 2.5 on asymptotically autonomous discrete pro-
Ž   .cesses. For related materials, see 11, 16 .
˜Ž . Ž .Ž .REMARK 2.3. Note that if  x,   M , then  t x,   i
˜ ˜Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž . Ž . t, 0, x ,  t  M as t , and hence  t, 0, x  P M Mi X i i
as t . In particular, let M be the compact and maximal quasi-invariant
set for  in X . By Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.1, it then follows that0
Žweak uniform persistence implies uniform persistence for processes and
. Žthen for nonautonomous semiflows . For more general versions of this
  .conclusion, see 18, 19 .
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3. EQUIVALENCE OF SKEW PRODUCT SEMIFLOWS
In the application of Theorem 2.1 to a nonautonomous system of
evolutionary equations, it is often more convenient to directly consider the
nonautonomous semiflow generated by the system rather than the corre-
sponding continuous process. The following result shows that this can be
done by choosing an equivalent skew product semiflow associated with the
nonautonomous semiflow.
Let Z and Z be two metric spaces and let F be the set of maps from1 2
Ž . Ž Z to Z with the property that g F implies that  t g g t˜1 2
.,   F for any t. Let f F be given, and assume the following.
 Ž .ASSUMPTION B. There is a metric m on F such that the set  t f : t˜
4 Ž . Ž . 0 has a compact closure H f  F, there is a one-to-one map h : H f
Ž . Ž . W such that  t h h t ,  t 0, and the map  :  X˜ ˜
Ž . Ž .H f  XH f , defined by
 t , x , g  h g t , 0, x ,  t g ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ ˜
is continuous.
Ž . Ž .By assumption B and the property of processes h g , gH f , it is
Ž . Ž . Ž .easy to verify that  t : XH f  XH f is an autonomous semi-˜
Ž Ž ..flow. Let I be the identity map on X. Let V  h H f , and for anyX 0
Ž . Ž 	1Ž . 	1Ž .. Ž .u,   V , define 
 u,  m h u , h  . Then V W, V , 
 is0 0 0 0 0
Ž Ž . . Ž .a metric space, and h : H f , m  V , 
 is a homeomorphism. The0 0
next result then follows.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1 Equivalence . Let assumption B hold and let  h f .
Ž . Ž .Then assumption A holds for V , 
 , and the skew product semiflow  t0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .on H  is equialent to the skew product semiflow  t on H f . More˜
Ž . Ž .precisely, the map I  h : XH f  XH  is a homeomorphism,X
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and  t  I  h  I  h  t on XH f for all t 0.˜X X
Ž . Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . .Proof. By assumption B,  t   t h f  h  t f ,  t 0.˜
Ž .Then H  exists and is a compact subset of V . We further claim that0
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .V  h H f H  . Indeed, for any gH f , there is a sequence0
Ž . Ž .t   such that  t f g as n . Because h : H f  V is contin-˜n n 0
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž .uous,  t  h  t f  h g as n , and hence h g H  .˜n n
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Thus h H f H  . For any uH  , there is a sequence t  n
Ž . Ž Ž . .such that  t  h  t f  u as n . By the compactness of˜n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .H f , it can be assumed that there exists gH f such that  t f g˜ n
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .as n . Then h  t f  h g as n , and hence u h g ˜ n
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .h H f . Thus H   h H f . By assumption B,  t 
Ž . 	1 Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .h t h : H  H  ,  t 0. It then follows that  t t, x, u ˜
Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž Ž 	1 .Ž . Ž .Ž 	1Ž ...u t, 0, x ,  t u  h h u t, 0, x , h t h u is continuous in˜
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Ž . Ž .t, x, u . Thus assumption A holds. Clearly, the map I  h : XH f X
Ž . Ž . Ž .XH  is a homeomorphism. For any x, g  XH f and t 0,
 t  I  h x , g   t x , h gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .X
 h g t , 0, x ,  t h gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
 h g t , 0, x , h  t gŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .˜
 I  h h g t , 0, x ,  t gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˜X
 I  h  t x , g .Ž . Ž . Ž .˜X
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then  t  I  h  I  h  t for all t 0.˜X X
4. NONAUTONOMOUS COMPETITIVE MODELS
Consider the two species nonautonomous competitive LotkaVolterra
model,
2dx tŽ .i  x t b t 	 a t x t , i 1, 2, 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi i i j jž /dt j1
Ž . Ž .where b t and a t are uniformly continuous on  and are boundedi i j
Ž .above and below by positive reals. To get the global dynamics of system 1
on the boundary, the following result on the scalar nonautonomous Kol-
mogorov equations is needed.
Ž .LEMMA 4.1. Let a, b and K be three positie constants, and let  : 0,
Ž . 0, be a gien function. Assume that the following conditions hold:
Ž . Ž .H1. g C  , and g t, x is locally Lipschitz in x uniformly
for t.
Ž .   Ž .H2. g t, x  a,  t, x 0, b , and g t, K 
 0,  t.
 g t , xŽ .1Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž .H3. g t,   C 0, , for any t, and 
	 k ,
 x
Ž . Ž k 0, , t, x 0, k .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then the equation dx t dt x t g t, x admits a unique global solution
Ž .x* t, g on  that is bounded aboe and below by positie real numbers, and
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .eery solution x t, g of it with x 0, g  0 satisfies that lim x t, g 	t
Ž ..  4x* t, g  0. Moreoer, for any sequence of functions g : k 1 such thatk
Ž . Ž .each g satisfies conditions H1H3 and lim g t, x  g t, x uniformlyk k k
Ž . Ž .for t, x in eery compact subset of  , there holds lim x* 0, g k k
Ž . x* 0, g .
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Ž .Proof. The existence, uniqueness, and global attractivity of x* t, g
  Ž .follows from 2, Lemma 2.2 with  x  1x, x 0. Let
G g C  , : g satisfies H1H3 . 4Ž .
 By the proof of 2, Lemma 2.2 , there exist two positive real numbers,
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .c c a, b,   and d d a, b,   , such that c x* t, g  d,  t,
g G. By conditions H2 and H3, c and d can be chosen such that for any
Ž . Ž .g G, s, y c, d , the unique solution x t, s, y, g of the equation
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  .dx t dt x t g t, x with x s  y exists globally on s, , and c

Ž .  .x t, s, y, g 
 d,  t s, . Let
1
u t , g  x t ,	n , c d , g , t	n , n 1,Ž . Ž .n ž /2
and define
2  V x , y  ln y	 ln x , x , y c, d .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Then there exist two positive numbers m m c, d and m m c, d1 1 2 2
such that
2 2  m x	 y 
 V x , y 
m x	 y ,  x , y c, d .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
By the mean value theorem and condition H3, it then easily follows that
Ž Ž ..there exists a mm c, d,  d  0 such that
d
V u t , g , x* t , g 
	mV u t , g , x* t , g ,  t	n ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n ndt
and hence
1
	m Ž tn. 	mŽ tn.V u t , g , x* t , g 
 V c d , x* 	n , g e 
 Le ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n ž /2
 t	n ,
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. 	m nwhere L L c, d  0. In particular, V u 0, g , x* 0, g 
 Le , nn
Ž . Ž . 1. It then follows that lim u 0, g  x* 0, g uniformly for g G.n n
Ž . Ž .Clearly, for any fixed n 1, lim u 0, g  u 0, g . Now the inequal-k n k n
ity
x* 0, g 	 x* 0, g 
 x* 0, g 	 u 0, g  u 0, g 	 u 0, gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k k n k n k n
 u 0, g 	 x* 0, gŽ . Ž .n
completes the proof.
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It is easy to verify that the scalar logistic equation
dx tŽ .i  x t b t 	 a t x t 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i i idt
 Ž .satisfies conditions H1H3. Let x t be the unique global solution on i
Ž .of Eq. 2 that is bounded above and below by positive real numbers.
 Ž .Clearly, each x t is uniformly continuous on . For the two speciesi
Ž .competitive system 1 , the next result follows.
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that the following hold:
D1. There exist   0, s  0 and a sequence    such that1 1 k
1 kŽ Ž . Ž . Ž ..H b r s 	 a r s x r s dr  , k 1, s s .0 1 12 2 1 1k
D2. There exist   0, s  0 and a sequence 	   such that2 2 k
1 	 kŽ Ž . Ž . Ž ..H b r s 	 a r s x r s dr  , k 1, s s .0 2 21 1 2 2	 k
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Then there is an  0 such that for any solution x t  x t , x t of Eq.1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 with x 0  0,  i 1, 2, lim inf x t  ,  i 1, 2 holds.i t i
2 2 Ž .Proof. Let Z  and Z  , and equip C  Z , Z with the1  2 1 2
compact open topology, which is metrizable with metric m, say. Let
f t , x  b b t 	 a t x 	 a x , b t 	 a t x 	 a t x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 11 1 12 2 2 21 1 22 2
x x , x  Z , t.Ž .1 2 1
  Ž .  Ž . 4By 13, Theorem III.7 , the set  f   t f : t 0 has a compact˜˜
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2closure H f in C  Z , Z . Let FH f and X . It then1 2 
Ž . Ž .follows that for any g g , g H f , s, x X, the system of1 2
ordinary differential equations
dx tŽ .i  x t g t , x t , t s, i 1, 2, 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i idt
Ž .  . Ž .has a unique global solution  t, s, x, g on s, satisfying  s, s, x, g 
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x. Given gH f , define h g t, s, x  t s, s, x, g , t, s, x X.
Ž . Ž .Then h g is a process on X. By the continuity of g, Eq. 3 , and the
Ž . Ž .uniqueness of solution  t, s, x, g , it easily follows that h : H f W is
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .one-to-one and  t h h t on H f ,  t 0. Clearly,  t, x, g ˜ ˜
Ž Ž .Ž . Ž . . Ž Ž . Ž . . h g t, 0, x ,  t g   t, 0, x, g ,  t g , t 0, x X. By 13, Theo-˜ ˜
  Ž . Ž .rem 4 ,  :  XH f  XH f is continuous. Then assumption˜
B holds for f.
Ž . Ž . 4Let  h f , X  x , x : x  0, x  0 and X  X  X . Then0 1 2 1 2 0 0
Ž . Ž . t, 0, x  t, 0, x, f , t 0, x X. To prove the theorem, it suffices to
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Ž .prove that  is uniformly persistent with respect to X , X . Clearly,0 0
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .h g t, 0, X  t, 0, X , g  X , gH f , t 0. In what follows we0 0 0
Ž .verify conditions C1C3 for the skew product semiflow  t . For any˜
Ž . Ž . Ž .g g , g   f , there is a sequence t   such that  t f g,˜1 2  n n˜
Ž . Ž . Ž .and hence lim f t t , x  g t, x uniformly for t, x in any compactn n
subset of  X. Let  and K be the positive numbers such that0 0
Ž . Ž .  Ž . 
 b t , a t , x t 
 K , 1
 i, j
 2. By the uniform continuity of0 i i j i 0
Ž . Ž .b t , a t on , and the ArzelaAscoli theorem, we can assume thati i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .lim b t t  b t and lim a t t  a t uniformly for t inn i n i n i j n i j
any compact subset of . It then follows that
g t , x  b t 	 a t x 	 a t x , b t 	 a t x 	 a t xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 11 1 12 2 2 21 1 22 2
Ž . 2for all x x , x  , t, and1 2 
 
 b t , a t 
 K ,  t, 1
 i , j
 2.Ž . Ž .0 i i j 0
Ž .Thus  t, s, x, g satisfies the following nonautonomous LotkaVolterra
system:
2dx tŽ .i  x t b t 	 a t x t , t s, i 1, 2. 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi i i j iž /dt j1
By a standard comparison argument, it follows that condition C1 holds for
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .h g t, 0, x  t, 0, x, g , g  f .˜
Ž .For each g  f , by Lemma 4.1, the scalar logistic equation˜
dx tŽ .i  x t b t 	 a t x t 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i i idt
 Ž .admits a unique global solution x t, g on  that is bounded above andi
Ž . Ž .below by positive real numbers and every solution x t of Eq. 5 withi
Ž . Ž Ž .  Ž ..  Ž .x 0  0 satisfies that lim x t 	 x t, g  0. Clearly, each x t, gi t i i i
Ž .is uniformly continuous on . By the integral form of Eq. 2 , uniform
 Ž .  Ž .continuity of x t on , and the uniqueness of x t, g , after choosing ai i
 4  Ž .subsequence of t : n 1 , we can further assume that lim x t tn n i n
 Ž . x t, g uniformly for t in any compact subset of , i 1, 2. Theni
 Ž . Ž . 
 x t, g 
 K , g  f , t, i 1, 2. By Lemma 4.1, it then0 i 0 ˜
 Ž . Ž . Ž .4follows that x 0,  : H f  is a continuous map. Let M  0, 0 ,i 0
Ž  Ž . . Ž .4 Ž  Ž .. Ž .4M  x 0, g , 0 : g   f , and M  0, x 0, g : g   f .1 1  2 2 ˜ ˜
Ž .Then each M is a compact and quasi-invariant set for  h f in X .i 0
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .For each g  f , h g t, 0, x  t, 0, x, g has only three full orbits˜
Ž . Ž  Ž . . Ž  Ž ..0, 0 , x t, g , 0 , and 0, x t, g on X , which are contained entirely1 2 0
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 4in one of M , M , or M . Thus no subset of M , M , M forms a cycle on0 1 2 0 1 2
Ž .  Ž .X . Note that every positive solution of Eq. 5 is asymptotic to x t, g .0 i
Ž .  Ž .By the compactness of   and the continuity of x 0,  , it then follows i˜
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .that for any x X and g   with h g t, 0, x  t, 0, x, g 0 ˜
Ž .X ,  t 0,  x M holds for some 0
 i
 2. The following claim0 hŽ g . i
˜ Ž . Ž .implies the isolatedness of M in X  f for  t , and thus condition˜i ˜
C2 holds.
CLAIM. For each i 0, 1, 2, there exist a positive number r and ani
˜ Ž .open neighborhood U of M such that U contains no positive orbit of  t˜i i i
Ž Ž . 4 Ž ..in X   	 f : 	 r   f .˜0 i ˜
 1 2 4Indeed, a positive number  can be chosen such that min  , , .0 2 2
Ž .It then follows that there is positive number c c  , K ,   1 such that0 0
2   g t , x 	 g t , y   ,  x , y 0, K  1 with x	 y  c,Ž . Ž .i i 0
gH f , t, i 1, 2.Ž .
 Ž . Ž .By the continuity of x 0,  on the compact set H f , there is a positive1
Ž .   Ž .  Ž . number c  c c  c2 such that x 0, g 	 x 0, g  c2 for all1 1 1 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .g , g H f with m g , g  c . Let r  s , and let U be the c1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1
˜ Ž .neighborhood of M . Assume that, by contradiction, there is a x, g  X1 0
˜ ˜Ž Ž . 4 Ž .. Ž Ž .Ž . .  	 f : 	  r   f such that d  t x , g , M ˜ ˜1  1˜
˜ ˜ ˜ŽŽ Ž . Ž . . . ŽŽ Ž . .d  t, 0, x, g ,  t g , M  c ,  t 0. Clearly, M  x 0, g , 0 ,˜ 1 1 1 1
. Ž .4 t Ž .g : g  f . Then for each t 0, there is a g   f such that ˜ ˜
 Ž . Ž  Ž t. . Ž Ž . t. t, 0, x, g 	 x 0, g , 0  c and m  t g, g  c . Thus we have˜1 1 1
 t , 0, x , g 	 x t , g , 0Ž . Ž .Ž .1
  t , 0, x , g 	 x 0,  t g , 0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .˜1
 t
  t , 0, x , g 	 x 0, g , 0Ž . Ž .Ž .1
 t x 0, g , 0 	 x 0,  t g , 0Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .˜Ž .1 1
c
 c   c,  t 0.1 2
By the choice of c, it follows that
g t ,  t , 0, x , g  g t , x t , g , 0 	  ,  t 0.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 1
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž  Ž . .Let x t , x t  t, 0, x, g and  t  g t, x t, g , 0 	  , t 0.1 2 2 1
Ž . Ž .Then x 0  0 and x t satisfies2 2
dx tŽ .2   t x t , t 0.Ž . Ž .2dt
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Then the comparison theorem implies that
tt tH  Ž r . d r 1 tH  Ž r . d r0 0x t  x 0 e  x 0 e ,  t 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2
Ž .  Ž .  Ž .In the case where g  	 f for some 	 r , x t, g  x 	 t , and˜ 1 1 1
hence, by condition D2,
	 	1 1k k  r dr g r , x r , g , 0 dr	 Ž . Ž .Ž .H H 2 1	 	0 0k k
	1 k  b 	 r 	 a 	 r x 	 r dr	 Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 2 21 1	 0k
  	  0, k 1.2
Ž .In the case where g  f , let t   be chosen as before. Then n˜
lim b t  r 	 a t  r x t  rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 n 21 n 1 n
n
  b r 	 a r x r , g  g r , x r , g , 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 21 1 2 1
uniformly for r in any compact subset of . Thus for any given 	 , we cank
Ž .choose an integer NN 	 ,  such that t  s andk N 2
 b t  r 	 a t  r x t  r 	 g r , x r , g , 0   ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 N 21 N 1 N 2 1
  r 0, 	 .k
Again by condition D2,
	 	1 1k k  r dr g r , x r , g , 0 dr	 Ž . Ž .Ž .H H 2 1	 	0 0k k
	1 k  b t  r 	 a t  r x t  r 	  dr	 Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 2 N 21 N 1 N	 0k
  	 2 0, k 1.2
Ž .It then follows that lim x 	  , which contradicts the boundednessk 2 k
˜ ˜Ž .of x t . A similar argument applies to M and M .2 0 2
By a standard comparison argument, it follows that every positive orbit
˜Ž . Ž . Ž . t, 0, x  t, 0, x, f , t 0, is precompact. Note that if  x, f M i˜
Ž .Ž . Ž Žfor some 0
 i
 2, then there is a t  r such that  t t x, f   t˜0 i 0
. Ž . . Ž . t , 0, x, f ,  t t f U ,  t 0. Let y t , 0, x, f and g˜0 0 i 0
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž Ž . Ž t f. Thus  t y, g   t, 0, y, g ,  t g   t t , 0, x, f ,  t˜ ˜ ˜ ˜0 0
. . t f , t 0, is a positive orbit contained in U . Then the foregoing claim0 i
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Ž .implies that condition C3 holds for  t . Now Theorems 2.1 and 3.1˜
complete the proof.
REMARK 4.1. It is easy to see that sufficient conditions for D1 and D2
are as follows:
1 tŽ Ž . Ž . Ž ..D1. lim inf H b r s 	 a r s x r s dr 0.t, s 0 1 12 2t
1 tŽ Ž . Ž . Ž ..D2. lim inf H b r s 	 a r s x r s dr 0.t, s 0 2 21 1t
Ž .Note that if   : is an almost periodic function, then its mean
value
1 1ts t M   lim  r dr lim  s r drŽ . Ž .H Ht tt ts 0
exists and is independent of s, and the convergence is uniform in s. It
t Ž .   Ž . Ž .then easily follows that lim 1tH  s r drM  . If b t , a t ,t, s 0 i i i
 Ž . Ži 1, 2, are almost periodic, then each x t is also almost periodic seei
 .2, Corollary 2.3 . Therefore, in the case where all coefficient functions in
Ž .system 1 are almost periodic, conditions D1 and D2 are equivalent to
 Ž . Ž .  Ž .  Ž . Ž .  Ž .M b  	 a  x   0 and M b  	 a  x   0, respectively.1 12 2 2 21 1
REMARK 4.2. A similar approach and techniques as in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 can be used to study the nonautonomous competitive Kol-
mogorov systems,
dx tŽ .i  x t f t , x , x , i 1, 2, 6Ž . Ž . Ž .i i 1 2dt
Ž .under some appropriate conditions on f f , f . For uniform persis-1 2
Ž .tence permanence in almost periodic competitive Kolmogorov systems,
 see 22 .
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